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to engage ill d~alogue, the student has more control and can express opinions in

less threatenll1g aUllosphere by reflecting on one's thoughts, views, and commel~t: before e~pressing them, th~l'eby d.in,linishing the Feeling of inferiority. In
addltlOll, the dlalogm: can occur from different parts of the city, county, state,
or country, thus allowing the student to contribute to the c1ialtjgue from many
miles away. Overcoming all these obstacles through technology not only crosse~
the perceived educlltional boundary between teacher and student but also creates a two~way dialogue and, In effect, creates a small community of learners.
II

Boundaries

ABSTRACT: Can the perceived boundary between professor and student be
crossed? Can technology be used as a pathway to cross that boundary? These
questions were answered as a result of a project initiated to meet the requirements in creating an honors option for an. undergraduate educational psychology course. In constructing the course requirements. the professors set a goal
of reflecting with a student on critical issues as they reviewed a book of such
articles written by Alfie Kahn. The sequence of analysis took place throughout the
semester, using electronic media dialogue following the reading of each chapter. Through the reflections of the professors, the student connected theory and
practice while crossing the perceived boundary between professor and student.
In addition to crossing the perceived boundary and using technology to facilitate
dialogue, the student and the professors experienced intellectual and professional growth. This project explores the reflective comments of Qoth professors
and a student that occurred during this reflective exercise.

~ In an age of technology, mnny students find themselves in distance
~ learning classes via technology. As the pros and cons are debated,
some critics point out the illlpersonaliz.ation of never meeting face-to-face
in the tr~ditional classroom setting. This impersonalization is not new, given
that the warehousing of studenrs in large lecture halls often prohibits the
personalization of instruction and student-teacher relationships. So often in
these situations, ;1 professor participates in a monologue, leaving the student
as a nonparticipant in his or her learning. This occurs fo.r many reasons,
including large classes, time constraints, students' feelings of inferiority, ancl
proximity (defined as personal interaction with the instructor). Each problematic issue encourages one-way communication and restricts the development of participntory learning environments.
Technology cotltinues to provide a medium with which to overcome some
of these obstacles, using the :1venue of personal dialogue and AexJbiliry in the
time of discourse. For example, one participant may be available at 9:00 a.l11,
whereas ~lI1()ther l11a>' find that 8:00 p.m. is more convenient. Using technology

Obstacles to two-way dialogue, as well as the educational boundaries between
teacher and student, were overcome as a result of creating an honors option
for an educational psychology course at our university, This action research
project wns initiated when a preservice teacher candidate approached her education~1 psychology professor (Professor 1, a quantitative researcher) with a
request to take his class for honors credit. Professor I ref1ected on the nature
of his class, which llsed an interactive lecture format that included 30 hours
of field observation, and he thought about the possibility of using dialogue in
this project, He approached another professor (Professor 2, a qualitative researcher) who used dialogue not only in teaching her classes but as a primary
narrative inquiry methodology.
The honors program at our university is defined by students' receiving
credit for 18 hours ofhol1ol's courses and ;In accumulated grade point average
of 3.50 upon graduation. The students are responsible for selecting courses
from all approved honors course list or approaching their professor5 with the
request to t~ke courses for honors credit. The student in question began the
process of crossing the educational hOllnd,lries when she took the initiative
to request tint her professor ~dd the honors dimension.
The next opportunity to cross houndaries occurred when Professor I requested that Professor 2, whollses dialogue in te:1ching (Burbules, 1993) and
resl'arch, join him in designing the honors addition to the course. Professor
2 ngreed to panicipate in the project and suggested the use of dl;llogue and
narrative inquiry in constructing an additional COUl'se reqllir·elllent to meet
the honors credit for this project. The goal of the professors was to reflect
with the stlalent on critical educrltional iss\l<!s rlS they revie\\'ed AlFie Kohn's
book What to Look for ill a Classroom (1998).
I
The final project involved textual topic analysis, which to(jk place thmugh
electronic media dialogue after the reading of each chapter. Through the
retlections of the professors, the student connectecl theory and practice
while participating in her learning and crossing the perceived boundal)' hetweell pl'Ofessor and student. In addition to crossing this hou:ndary and using
technology to facilitate dialogue, the stlldel1t ;lnd the professbrs experienccd
intellectllal and professional gl'Owth.
I
I
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Opportunities for Growth

t1~e ~eoch~r views and experiences thjng~ frolll the students' perspectives (Roy
& Swamlnathan, 2002) and sees or views the students as co-contributors

Despite opportunities for growth presented by the dialogue process, Roy and
Swaminathan (2002) recognized that teachers are often involved in monologue instead of dialogue with their students. Monologue arises when

to the learning process. A participatory teacher should then reflect on the
i~formation rece.ived during the discourse, altering subsequen~ communicatlon~ that transplr~ between the members to reflect knowledge gained from
prevIOus conversations. Dynamic conversations "that change those involved
a.nd "that develop new capacities of questioning, engagel11e11t, and reflection (Nesteruk, 2001, p. 123) result in learning and growth. As a result of
re~le~tion,. each participant can become a more dynamic learner. A dialogical
relatl~ns,I,1Ip evolves whe~ hoth the teacher and the student are learning, "coevolvlIlg (Roy & ~waI111nathan, 2002). Ideally, all p:1t'ticjpant~ in a dialogue
have the opportunity to learn as well '15 change.

>
>
>
>

we
we
we
we

fail
fail
fail
fail

to
to
to
to

open ourselves up to others,
acknmvledge sOl11eone's point of view,
overcome hierarchical orders of power, and
notice the existence of others.

One dangerous outcome of a monologic pattern lies in producing a
"discourse that instructs, cajoles, threatens, rewards and punishes" (Roy &
Swaminathan, 2002, p. 41) the potential learners. An environment produced
by a monologic pattern stifles the students. AJthough students and faculty
experience the same envirOl1ment, the nature of the interaction between the
two is mostly formal, keeping them from getting to know each other on a
more personal, cultural level. The goal of a participatory teacher is to create
a more welcoming environment that encourages the students to participate
in their learning and that attempts to decrease this cultural separation. It is
difficult to facilitate genuine conversations where there is separation between
participants. Genuine conversations accomplish more than just an exchange
of information; they create changes in the character of the participants (Nesteruk, 200 I). As the character of the participants changes, the relationship
between them ch:mges. When teachers and students gn beyond their "safety
zone of traditional roles" (Roy & Swaminathan, 2002, p. 50), they are able to
break down the harriers that encourage monologue. By breaking down the
barriers, the teachers and students can change the student-teacher relationships in the schools from "its fundamentally narrative character" (Freire,
1970/2003, p. 71), where the teacher narrates infor111Htion to students, who
listen without becoming actively engaged participants in the communication
process-a process that is important for learning to take place.
Communication is an intricate part of learning, and dialogue is an intricate
part of communication; therefore, dialogue is an important part of learning.
Burbules (1993) described his concept of dialogical relations:
It (only) assumes that people are committed to a process of cOllllllunication
directed toward interpersonal understanding And that they hold, or are willing
to develop some degree of concern for, interest il1 and respect toward one al1other. Within this relation there is a great deal that people, however different
they might he, can do to pursue ways of spealdng with anclunderstanding one
another. (p. lS)

Dialogue in teaching gives teachers insights into the thinking of students,
allowing the teachers to adjust their teaching to meet the needs of the students. There can be true dialogue between teacher and students only when

Reflection
In a classroom setting, this diaJogtle creates an opportunity for students to
be participants in theil' learning and, therefore, lifelong learners. "l,Nhen students are included in the clialogLle, their "role is tf\insformed frol11 passive to.
active participation and their learning from isolated to contextually situated"
(~;:raball1.& Th.ornley, .2000, p. 239). When teachers allow Stlldent~ to be partlclp:lnts In their learnll1g, the students perceive ownership of their learning.
\t\fhen learners reflect ~nd interpret, they become owners of their thoughts,
and these thoughts will not weaken over time (Graham & Thornlev. 2000).
This process of reHecring 3nd interpretil1g produces lifelong learne;s, as opposed to short-term learning, where students simply focus on course content
or specific objectives.
The reflective learning process involves surfacing "contradiction between
what lone] intends to achieve within any situations and the way [one) actually
practices" Oohns, 1999, p. 241), Through reflection, the participants examine
their beliefs and become vulnerable as they expose bits and pieces of themselves and their background. This reflective process distinguishes humans
from animals and so results in the potential for change by "constantly recreating and transforming thinking" (Freire, 1970/2003, p. 99). This process
also begins to empower the participants through critical thinking and reflective dialogue, and it allows them to eventually perceive reality [(s a process
rather than a static entity. If growth is to be experienced, cach participant
must be willing to he vulnerablc during reflection. This type of reflection involves l110re than an examination of one's thoughts; it also involves digesting
someone else's belief~ and combining the two into n new perspective.
''''hen c1e:1ling with complex issues, sometimcs it is ·difficult to know exactlv
what one's opinions are initially. Rdlection el1:1blcs one to reach within and
eX:1\11lne thoughts. One must "relate [oneselfl to [oneself], to go deep within
to know self and to Iknow] where the root of contradictions lie" (johns, 1999,
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p. 248). Some of these contradictions become evident through dialogue with
others as they express their reflections to us. During discussions of controversial issues, students and professors are able to "articulate their own theory,
critically examine it, check for consistency, coherence and adequacy, compare
it with alternative theories and reconceptllalize it in order to increase the
effectiveness of their own professional thinking" (Griffiths & Tann, 1992,
p. 69). Both the students and the professors grow from the interaction. During our project, we had the opportunity to reflect on the diverse views of one
another, as well as our own perspectives. The dialogical process resulted in
reflection on moral, ethical, and sometimes controversial issues.
In the process of reflecting with another participant, there is a difference between face-to-face and electronic discourse. Rodrigues (1999)
observed, in her study of an online master's course, that the nature of the
communication among the participants was more reHective during the online sessions, as opposed to the discourses of the face-to-face sessions. She
found "that the structure of the forum discourse was significantly different
from discourse found in face-to-face sessions" (p. 266). The structure of
electronic discourse tellds to become more il1~depth. King (200 I) noted, in
a study of the influence of online dialogue, that discussions were more illdepth, participants brought their experiences into the dialogue to support
their positions, and students perceived more in depth and critical thought.
Students' comments are richer and more reflective because they have more
time to formulate their thoughts before presenting them and t;ecause they
can express their entire thought without the possibility of interruption from
others (Rodrigues, 1999). Moore (1991), who conducted a rclecoml11unications project with fifth graders, found that when the students engaged in
dialogue via the Internet; they were more motivated to reflect on their
thoughts and in turn express them to others. She also fOllnd that the longer students reflected through teleco!11municatiOI1S, the cleeper and more
elaborate the responses became. One additional benefit that she found was
that the students began to refine their cO!11l11unication skills. These benefits
could not be re,11ized in a face-to-face discourse.
Conversely, there are drawbacks to using technology for dialogue atld
reflection. Technology can sometimes he a hindrance when otle has to-wait
for access, which is not always convenient and which can be poor or slow
(Rodrigues, 1999). This obstacle infringes on the bendit of proximity that
technology possesses. \Vhen listing obstacles to online cOllltnunication, King
(2001) cited several sources:
• Inequality in access to technology among the wider cirde of adult learners
• The need for technical skills in order to participate
• The inconvenience of technology problems that 'sometimes prevent online
connections
• Lack of immediate delivery of and response to communications
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• Inability to "see" body language and hear expressions of voice
• Lack of .the emotion and spontaneity of live conversations
• The possibility that technology can cause educators to be less responsive to
students wben it is used as all additional "layer" of separation
• Comfort level with technology is a consideration
• Uncertainty whether othel's read YOllt· posts ",hell no on~ t'espollds
• Reduced intimac), and personal contact
• J)isarlv~ntageous heavily text-hased nature of the Vi'eb-hoard medium for

cemin learning styles. (pp. 348-H9)
If teachers and students are aW:lre of these ohst;lcles, they call Overcome
them. For example, King (200 I) urges teachers to he aware of students' experience with technology. Some have had poor experiences with the Internet,
and others are simply uncol1lfortnble. Rodrigues (1999) offers some suggestions for online education. For example, face-to-face contact is conducive
to building a rapport, which is essential to online dialogue; furthermore,
technology needs to be accessible to all participants. Tn Slim, the perceived
benefits of electronic dialogue outweigh the observed drawbacks.
Another benefit to electronic c1ialogtte is the crossing of the perceived
h~)ltndaries be~ween studen.ts ;lnd teachers (Craham &. Thornley, 2000). -AllY
clialogtle, not Jllst electrolllc, hetween students and teachers contributes to
the crossing of these boltnd'lries. Griffiths and Tann (1992) suggested that
there ;Ire different languages that a teacher 11 ti Ii7;cs when making connections
h~t\Veen. academic theory, personf11 theory, and evct')'clay planning and evaluatton. 1 he researchers explained that teachers need to be able to translnte
from one language to the other. For boundaries to be crossed, g professot'
must translate his or her language for students. Students feel more comfortable when a teacher talks to them in their langtt;lge without using educatiollal
jargon. It is difficult to communicate and build relationships when there is
the cOll1l11unic:nion barrier of language.
The relationship between teachers and students is important at the llnivc.·sity level. However, universities are finding that the detnogr~phics of their
student population nre ch;lnging. /\1any students expect the university to
~dj\lst to their time constraints ;lnd the distance that thel' mnv have to tr;1Vel·
they often view themselves ns beillg eqll~ls with the )Jrr;fess(;rs, and they d~
not desire to hecome passive listeners (\Vest, 1999). Thompson (200 f) cited
lllany studies that indicated that informal stttdent-f:1Cultv interaction h:ls H
positive influence on the attitudes, interests, and values ~f college students.
From his study of community college students, Thompson concluded th~t
there is a dit·ect cot'relation bet:\veen the amount of interpersonal contact with
~he ~l'ofessor and the value pbced 011 the course. He indicated that his study
Impltes that to create better learning environments, instl'llctors should make
every effort possible to create better relationships with students, To provide
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the education that these students expect, professors need to find ways to cross
the educational boundllry at the college level.

Method
Framing
This research project was framed within our broad understanding of scholarly inquiry in the social context of preservice teacher education. Based on
the problem statement and theoretical frame, multiple research processes
were used to encourage reflective dialogue. This resulted in the promotion
of a collaboration between two professors and 2 preservice teacher, empowering each participant through professional growth. In addition, the participants were enabled to critically analyze the process (or emergent themes and
knowledge-both personal and professional. First, they were committed to
reading, reflecting, and responding to each chapter of Alfie Kohn's T¥bat
to Look Jo1' in (l Clas.f1'oom (1998), to the use of dialogue to cre2te a learning
community of three members, and to the use of electronic mail to facilitate
communication across time and distance. We began with the perspective
that our research project would be II critical study because we were using a
critical text that problematized education in schools in the United States.
We analyzed the work through our practical experience and in turn critically
analyzed our experience through reflectively reading the text (Anderson,
1998; Lather, 1986).
Professor 1 had initial discussions with the student to identify a text that
could be discussed electronically throughout the semester. Kohn's text was
eventually agreed 011, owing to its topical ancl often controversial essays (i.e.,
school uniforms, grade inflation, self-esteem) and it length of chapters, which
varied frotn 2 or 3 pages to 20 on some topics. Knowing the background of
Professor 2 and her research interests 111 dialogical. nartative. I1I1d criticoll'ef1ective onalysis, Professor 1 found her participation a welcomed addition to
the dialogue. Initially, the participants agreed to read one of the 18 chapters
of Kohn's text each week. Because the honors option was for the student, she
took responsibility to initiate dialogue by typing a response and electronically
sending it to Professors 1 and 2. Each professor typed responses within the
preservice teacher's text, thereby producing dialogue. It was not predetermined whether Professor 1 or 2 would respond first or second. The second
professor to respond could address Kohn's text, the preservice tencher's text,
and the other professor's comments. After receiving the initial round of
comments, each participant reflected and responded a second time, which
resulted in raising additional questions and resulting in renewed clarity. Each
week, hard copies of all comments were made and archived for analysis following the completion of the book.
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Professor 1 maintained weekly in-class contact with the student I1S 11 pl1rt of
the gellel'nl course ,'equil'ement. Professor 2 begnn pnl'ticipating in the electronic dialogue frol11 the beginning but did not hnve n face-to-face meeting
with the student until late in the seme!>ter following the completion of the
book reading and dialogue.
'
The next ~tage of the .research project Wa!> designed to support the development of the preservicc teacher's research and writing skills. Professor
2 had already engaged in several projects supporting the use of dialogue to
create a learning community, but all three participants conducted seorches
and met to talk about analyzing the data ~ll1d w!'iting the review of the literature. Because the preservice tcacher was required to complete a reselll'ch
project as part of the honors program, Professors 1 :'Ind 2 agreed to provide
guidance and support while encouraging her to take the lead on writing the
review of the literature and nnalyzing the data. Because the primary COI11ponents of this participatory action research project included a critical text,
technology, and dlnlogical inquiry methods to cross traditional instructional
and le~lrning boundaries, the participants experienced equal opportunities
for learning and growth.
Adapting Narrative Analysis to an
Honors Project Methodology
Grounded in narrative methods of analysis, as delineated by Polkinghorne
(1995), Professor 2 designed the honors project similarly to the way that she
teaches her regularly scheduled courses, integrating teaching 2nd narrative
research methods. The honors proje<:t was a critical narrative action research
project in the way that it wns designed, with the intention of shifting the
traditional power relntionship-nl1111ely, that of monologuing teacher-to
one of dinloguing teachers with student. Tbe preservice teacher. assumed
nn equal, if not privileged, roJe as student/teacher in the WAY thllt she initj~
nted the dialogue ti)r each chapter by engaging the two prof~ssors (who had
ngreed to respond to the text only After she hod first stnteel her perspectives)
and hy creating a dialogue pattern with them.
The project was similarly critical in that the two professors took a backseat role as guide and mentor while the preservlce teacher assumed the role
of lead researcher and author. Following the collection of data through the
electronic dialogue process, Professor 2 explained the process of analyzing
narrative texts and writing a narrative analysis (Polkinghorne, 1995). The
preservice teacher assumed the role of lead researcher by analyzing the
narntive data frolll the electronic dialogues and writing a norr'fltive an:1Iy.~js
of the research process and product. The two professors read the narrative
analysis and offered reflective feedback as a part of the process to ensure
fidelity in the intersubjective inquiry process as a measure of trustworthiness

(Moss, 2004).1
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Narrative Analysis
The honors project began during the first week of January of the spring 2002
semester, and all the dialogue data used in this analysis were collected during
January, February, March, and April 2002. Each participant reflected his or
her thoughts on each critical topic that otherwise might not have been explored in the traditional classroom owing to lack of time and direct personal
contact. Because the discourse occurred via the Internet, the topics were
explored at the leisure of each participant, allowing flexibility that the classroom did not permit. Because the initial dialogue was not face-to-face, each
participant was able to reflect more deeply in a nonthreatening environment.
In this electronic environment, the participants made themselves vulner~ble,
bridging the gap between educator and student, as is evident in the dialogue
that follows,
Student: IKohn] commented that students who think about grades are less
interested in really learl1ing. I am a living testimony of this fact. VVhen I
was in high school, I was very concerned about grades. I would memorize,
memorize, and memorize in order to get an A on the test. I did not investigate any further than I needed to. I did receive the rewards I want for my
memorization-all A's. However, if I were asked to recall anything 1 had
memorized for a test a week later, I would not be able to respond. I memorized for the reward, but I did not learn for life.
Professor 2: I am not sure about Ill)' personal view of grades in terms of my
own motivation, For me, the A represented the amount of learning. I did not
see the grade as a reward, but as an indicator of the learning that had taken
place. 1 wanted the grade and learning to be the same. I strove for the A, but
it was learning that the A represented that I really wanted. I never feel like
people understand that. 1 am reminded of how much my daughter enjoyed
basketball practice, maybe more than the game. She enjoyed playing. Even in
the game, she enjoyed playing as much as winning.
Professors and students do not often expose a piece of themselves in a classroom setting, thus making it more difficult to cross the boundaries. In a
traditional classroom setting, the student may not have openly admitted her
"foolishness" to just learn for the moment. In addition, most professors do
not take the time to discuss their experiences as students themselves.
As each professor responded, the student reflected on her views as a
preservice teacher and so began to create a framework in which to develop
a philosophy of teaching. Griffiths and Tann (1992) suggested that when
referring to the education of teachers, the terms public and penol1al should
replace the labels tbeoty and practice. Preservice teachers create their personal
theories, which they revise from their practice through reflection. Griffiths
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ol.ld Tann further indicated that "personal th~ori~s need to be revealed (at
dIfferent levels) so that they can be scrutinized, challenged, cOlllpared to
public theories, and then confirmed or reconstructed" (p. (2). During our
discourse, the student revealed her personal theories and compared them to
the professors' public theories. The student then reconstructed her theories
through the process of reflection.
The professors' sharing of experiences also influenced the pl'eservice
teacher's construction of her theories.
Professor 2: I always approached my middle school students From the
perspective that theywcre "filled vessels" and it was Illy job to help thel11
to get to the outside what was already on the inside. I would talk to my students about how they had to learll to show the adults on the outside whnt
they knew. They had to do it in a way that the adults, who were limited in
their abilities to see, could understand. So, if we have a state test, and that
is the only way adults can recognize children's learning or k.nowledge, the
children are left with the responsibility to translate their knowledge into
that form. It's sad to me. IVe give a lot of responsibility to children. As
teachers, I have always thought we should be looking inside our students to
learn what they know.
Professor 1: Ha ... much of m)' early years teaching middle school were
survival I think, so I wish 1 could h~ve had more of the [Professor 2] perspective in Ill)' e~dy career. I think in my early career, I lacked the ability to be
reflective to the point that I thought this deepl}' abollt the learning process.
] 11 mathematics, especiall~I, I was :llways driven by the curriculum and got
caught lip in the issues of pouring as much information as possible into those
"empty vessels." ] now understand the poor perspective I had at the time.
At this point in our state and country with the testing frenzy in full swing,
it will continue to be a difficult disclission to encourage meaningful learning
while also trying to meet state mandated testing goals and standards. Kahn
addresses these issues more completely in a later chapter I think.
Students are not typically exposed to dialogue between teachers in a traditional atmosphere, This type of discourse enables the student to be an
onlooker during the COJwersation and so extract some of the professors' experiences to supplement his or her owh. In this example, the student hecomes
an active observer of diFferent opinions and experiences and is allowed to
participHe and shal'e her perspective.
The results of the reflective electronic dialogue suggest that the student experienced a sense of critical expertise. The following Ilt'e excerpts of dialogue
that suggest that this experience provided evidence of the retlective growth
of our student.
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Student: I know a lot of my opinions and thoughts at this point are very
idealistic since I have not faced the "real world" of teaching. I am still in
the position of being easily swayed [by the author or the professors] because
everyone's (pro and con) opinions sound so logical.

by their passing rates. Professor 2 and I recently l'isitcd - - private high
school last t":1l1 and their principal was quick to suggest that they are very AP .
. driven r\11d "teach to thc test" specifically. He even suggested t1~at when they
have tried to incorporate nOI1-AP courses for students to select, they hav~
found thllt these courses are quickly "ghettoized" by the AP courses [;eldol11
having enough students enrolled to constitute a course1,

In 1111 entry dated January 28, the student begins showing reflective growth
after the reading and reHection of chapter 1.

During II discussion concerning school uniforms, Professor 2 reflected on
her experience and expressed her opinion concerning uniformity of thought.

In the student's first entry, she demonstrates her inexperience at ret1ection.

Student: 1 think Kohn puts it well whet1 he suggests that we are asking
the wrong questions when trying to solve some [behavioral] problems and
therefore set out to solve them in a less than beneficial way. 'Ve should not
he asking how to teach kids the skills oftesponsibility and respect, but rather
why they are not being responsible and respectful.
In an entry dated April 15, the student reflects on the growth that she had
renlized throughout the project.
Student: In the last year, so many of my views of what school is and should
be haye changed. I used to think the grade and the product were the most
important results of school. I did not give any consideration to the process
of learning. Through reading Kohn's book, dialoguing with [Professor 1J
and [Professor 2), completing research on various topics, and participating in
classroom discussions, J have changed a lot of my views. I now see the value
of the process of learning, the [potential) detriment of competition, and the
harm of rewards.
The student's participation in the project contributed to her learning experience, exposure to critical Issues, reflective capacity, and teaching philosophyin other words, her growth.
In a similar fashion, both participating university professors were allowed
to engage in a critical dialogue on the sensitive and controversial educational
topics that Kohn presents. As the professors engaged in this collegial dialogical process, they each had the opportunity to reflect on and experience their
professional growth with each other, as well as encourage the growth of the
student. The student learned from the professors, find the professors learned
from the sUldent. Sample excerpts are listed as follows.
ProfessOl' 111 agree with [student participant's) statelilent above [that advl1l1ted placement classes should not be the total focus of the school). However, schools that are very AP driven are very much focused on producing
results from their students on these exams and they determine their success

Pl'OfeSS01' 2: My thoughts al'e similar to [Professor I 's1. J might neld a concern
that wc sometimes forget that patterns of behavior are simply that-patterns
or norms of hehavior. Somehow, these patterns or norms become reified, and
we wOl'k to sustain the patterns and norms without questioning their origin ..
Teachers do not realize how muchthey can learn from students and thus.
create growth for themselves. Crossing the boundaries between student and
teacher enables the teacher to observe issues from the SUI dent's perspective
nnd in turn grow from the exchange.

Discussion
The outcome of this project produced Illore benelits than what were origiIh11ly expected. One such benefit was the enhancement of lifelong learning.
It is important for students to do more than memorize fncts and new terminology if they are to successfully Hbsorb the knowledge nnd obtain a deeper
understanding. Without appreciating the knowledge 'that they have obtained,
they will begin to question the worth of their education (Nesteruk, 2(01),
For students to become lifelong learners, they must become engaged in their
learning through reflection. This dialogue gave the student an opportunity
to fully shldy llnd reHect on the controversial issues-not just to memorize.
She learned more through this reflection than she would have in a traditional
course that required memorization of facts. This changed the preservice
teacher's attitudes and perspectives through reflecting on what she believed
with regard to certain issues. Moreover, the dialogue encouraged the discllssion of other subjects, which could not have been accomplished during a
traditional class, with its time constraints. In addition, the student appe:tred
to gain confidence in challenging her professors' comments and opinions and
those of a critically acclaimed educationnl author, Alfie Kohn, as seen in the
following excerpts' from the 2002 narrative data.
Student: I did, however! feel Kohn chose some of the worst Cflse scenarios
to establish his case agah.1st logical consequences discipline. The eXllmples he
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provided from his sources were not a logical consequence to any hehavior: 1
would be interested to know what some of the authors' other examples were ..
I am sure there are occasions when a logical consequence is appropriate. For
example, if a student turns homework in late without a justifiable reason, then
it is not accepted. This is a logical consequence to an action.
Professor 2: I find myself wanting to disagree with you that not accepting
late homework, unless for a justifiable reason, is a logical consequence. From
my point of view as teacher of seventh-grade students in a.low socioeconomic
school, I never turned down a completed assignment, no matter how late. It
was interesting how my students developed a pattern of doing homework as
they experienced learning from the process of doing the work and getting
feedback from me. For me, it was logical that if I accepted the work and
encouraged my discouraged students, they would respond by doing more
learning instead of less.
Professor 1: [Professor 2] makes a good argument here. Logical consequences are sometimes hard to define. If kids start a food fight in the cafeteria, then the logical discipline consequence may be to have them grab a mop
and bucket rather than three days of suspension. I agree with [Professor 2]
to a point that flexibility is important but I personally am willing to only be
flexible to a point. Therefore, in the case of late homework or assignments,
I would rather have the assignment be turned in late and a quality product,
rather than be in on time and piece or jUJ1k that is not worthwhile. But there
eventually col11es a deadline and in effect, encourages students to eventually
meet a standard that is acceptable and reasonable. I also agree with [smdent]
and her comments that Kohn could have selected much better examples for
this chapter.
The reflection helped set the stage for II lifelong learner, and it helped the
preservice teacher connect theory and practice.
Student: The author has a very interesting wa}' of approaching these sometimes controversial subjects. I like the way he causes me to stop and think.
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The student was able to read Kahn's perspective OJ) controversial issues,
reflect on them, relay her thoughts, read the professor's comments, and
then revise her own theories. The student's theories may not have been
ehnllenged in n traditional class\'oom. In addition. the practice of reflection
and revision in this manner is not ·introduced in the constraints of many
classroom settings.
.
The constraints of the classroom often create ;1 barrier between teacher
and student. This may be created b}' the proximity of the teacher to the
students-you are there, I am here (often referred to, euphemisticallY, as
being a sage on the stage, rather than a guide on the side). During e1ect~onic
discourse, the issue of proximity hegins to dissolve; each participant has the
opportunity to function on the same level of discourse. This enables the participants to participate in the dialogue as equals, encouraging the revelation
of personal information and potentially crossing perceived or stereotypical
educational barriers.
Professor 2: I suffered from low self-esteem as a child, adolescent, and adult.
Sometimes, I still do. J'm not slIre if low self-esteem can ever be totally eradicated from one's life. It h;ls been my experience that when] push myself to
access relntionshipls] with others and allow their personhood to influence my
personhood, I grow .... Even this ongoing dialogue ~bout Kahn's text takes
time and work on the part of the three of us. Though T htlve not met [student]
face to face, my life has been nurtured by the di<llogue with her. I feel the
time and effort she puts into what we arc doing. 1 think this contributes to
m)' self-esteem, my consciousness that "12m."
Eliminating proximity and providing a nonthreatening environment crosses
the barrier between professor al1ci student, educationally and personally.
However, (~rahall1 and Thornley (2000) noted one dtawback when using
technology: the absence of visual clues to initiate COI1tinual dialogue. Unlike face-to-face discourse, dialugue via the Internet does not ~Ilow the participants to observe body language, f~cial expression, or tone of voice. The
stmlent found it difficult to evaluate the meaning of some of the professors'
cOl11ments because she was not able to gain clues readily obtained in faee-toface dialogue and because she could not easily ask for clarification of comments. As a result, the student felt somewhat demeaned.

Professor 2: Are you conscious that is evidence you are reflective? When, at
other times, you have insights surface from the complexity of all the stopping
and thinking, you are experiencing the metacognitive.

Student: I think Kohn has some very logical comments concerning rewards.

Professor 1: Good comment by [Professor 2] here in that it is important to
think about the reflective nature of the teaching experience. This ret1ective
practitioner approach is really the best way to continue to revise your teaching perspective and grow as a teacher.

In addition, the student, who had not been introduced to one of the professors, observed that personal contact is lost through the use of electronic
technology. After the student met the professor and subsequently retend the

Professor 2: Logical to whom?
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responses, she found statements previously viewed as being critical to be less
so. Given that faCial expressions and tone of voice are absent to aid in the
interpretation of statements, some type of personal contact before initiating
an electronic dialogue could diminish misunderstandings that may result.
The student also found there were issues that she wanted to continue to
address, but she found it difficult to carryon an actual conversation concerning rhese issues. At times, the student posed questions that the professors
failed to address.
Student: I agree the reason for the implementation of any program helps
determine its effectiveness. Professor 2, what was the underlying Justificgtion for the uniforms in your school? Also, were the students and parents
informed of the justifications?
Student: Professor 1, what factors do you feel have caused support of uniforms in your wife's school that are not evident at schools that have not
received such support?
Electronic dialogue inhibits repeated conversational contact unless the participants continue to respond until all questions have been addressed.
Although there are drawbacks to the use of electronic technology in dialogue, this method of discourse provides benefits to teachers and students
that should not be ignored. Through this project, it was evident that the
student began to connect theory and practice as she reflected on critical issues, listened to views of the professors, ano revisited her conclusions and
revised what she believed. Furthermore, the student actively participated in
her learning by participating in twu-way dialogue with the professors. In addition, educational boundaries were crossed when student and teachers entered a less-threatening atmosphere, potentially plaCing themselves on a level
playing field of discourse. In the university setting, where students can easily
become numbers and statistics, it is critical that instructors provide additional
avenues of participatory learning experiences. Particularly in schools of education, where preservice teachers should be experiencing best~practice instructional methods while discussing critical and controversial educational
topics, it becomes essential that both students and instructors become continual participants and learners of new information, as well as welcome consumers of different points of view, opinions, and experiences. Most important, the use of dialogue and narrative inquiry is perhaps a first step in
crossing traditionally perceived academic and personal boundaries, as well as
all partician effort to enhance the professional and intellectual growth
pants. Professor 2 expressed this in one of her last e-mail entries: "Thank
you, [student], for all the teaching you have done in this collaborative and
dia.logicallea.rning process. I, too, have learned." CD
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Note
I. The two professors have conducted a similar dialogue research project with an
Amish teacher (see Zehr, kl05s, & Nichols, 2005). Although electronic modes were
not used, cultural and forlll~1 education boundaries were crossed.
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